Paint by Shapes

During the restoration of the Museum’s stained-glass windows, experts had to put the many pieces of glass back together like a puzzle! You will be doing the same thing. Using markers, crayons, or color pencils, fill in each section of glass with the color that matches the shape.

- Rectangle = Yellow
- Circle = Purple
- Hexagon (6 Sides) = Dark Blue
- Star = Red
- Square = Light Blue
Stained Glass: Paint by Shapes - Make Your Own!

During the restoration of the Museum’s stained-glass windows experts had to put the many pieces of glass back together like a puzzle! You will be doing the same thing. Using markers, crayons, or color pencils, fill in each section of glass with the color that matches the shape. In this version, you get to pick which color matches each shape! You can enter any color in the blank spaces below:

Rectangle = ________  Circle = ________  Hexagon (6 Sides) = _________
  Star = ________       Square = ________